
Abstract

This study presents a dynamic model for a concen-

trating solar energy collector with an integrated rock

bed heat storage system. The model is based on

numerical integration of a set of conservation equa-

tions for mass, momentum and energy of the heat

carrier, the rock pebbles and the walls. The heat

carrier is compressible air. Numerical solutions are

implemented based on implicit time integration

without iterations. Stability problems at large time

steps do not occur but the accuracy is reduced. The

model predicts pressure, velocity, density and tem-

peratures of the fluid, rock bed and wall in time and

along the bed. The model is validated with experi-

mental results in a laboratory setting on tempera-

ture profiles during charging and discharging of rock

bed heat storage. The intention is that the model

shall serve as a computational tool for upscaling of

air based concentrating solar energy systems with

rock bed heat storage units. 

Keywords: rock bed, heat storage, solar cooker,

energy equation, mass balance, momentum equa-

tion, pressure equation, staggered grid

1 Introduction

Solar energy storage in the form of thermal energy

can contribute significantly to meeting society’s

desire for clean energy. Thermal energy storage

(TES) systems allow for the storage of the excess

solar energy that would have been wasted during

periods of availability. TES systems can provide

continuous energy supply even with varying solar

radiation. 

The background for this study is the develop-

ment of a solar cooker with heat storage, which will

allow for food preparation after sunset or during

periods of bad weather. Lovseth [1] proposed a

solar concentrating system with rock bed heat stor-

age for cooking in rural communities. The idea is to

store high temperature heat in a packed bed suffi-

cient for cooking and baking. Heetkamp [2] report-

ed the practical aspects and preliminary results on a

rock bed storage system designed for cooking based

on the initial work by Lovseth [1]. Chikukwa [3]

modelled a rock bed storage system using the

Schumann model [4] which assumes constant fluid

properties. However, at high temperatures, the pro-

perties of air change. Okello [5] and Madessa et al.

[6] reported on experimental studies on high tem-

perature heat storage using rock beds. 

This study presents a computational framework

for a dynamic behaviour of a solar concentrating

system with a rock bed for heat storage. The

dynamics of the system is mainly related to shifting

solar intensity on the scale of minutes. The system

response has typically two scales: a rapid response

at the receiver and slow response at the heat stor-

age. The model framework includes both time

scales. Usually, a model is used for time responses
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of heat storage and then the rest are considered as

steady state [7]. The current model can be used for

both, by adjusting the time steps. Small time steps

will track rapid transients and long time steps can be

used for slow time transients. With semi-implicit

time integration, stability problems are averted at

large time steps. The behaviours of the components

are determined from conservation equations. The

equations are solved and implemented in vector-

ized form using a staggered grid without iterations. 

2 The mathematical model

2.1 Description of the system

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the solar

thermal storage system based on experimental work

carried out by Okello [5] and Madessa et al. [6]. It

consists of a parabolic dish reflector and a receiver

containing fibre absorbers connected to a rock bed

storage using pipes. The walls of the pipes and the

storage bed are insulated with rock wool. Inside the

bed are rock pebbles and aluminium fins are insert-

ed in some of the experiments. A fan at the exit of

the bed is used to suck hot air into the bed.

2.2 Conservation equations

The system behaviour is determined from a set of

1D conservation equations for mass, momentum

and energy. A system of compressible flows is con-

sidered. The behaviour of the fluid is described in

terms of properties such as velocity, pressure, den-

sity and temperature. Area is included in the con-

servation equations to account for the change in

area from the receiver through the pipes to storage.

The system is discretized into numerical sections as

shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a solar concentrating system with heat storage. Inside the receiver 

are steel fibres (absorbers) and in the storage are rock pebbles. The storage bed and pipes 

are insulated with rock wool.

Figure 2: A discretized model showing numerical sections and variables in each section. 

A cross-section of the bed/ absorber is shown in the rectangle. qsun is the solar radiation flux on

the receiver. The subscripts g, w and s represent gas, wall and solid respectively. 



2.3 Equations for fluid (air)

The following equations are written for the gas:

2.3.1 Mass balance

The mass balance can be expressed as Equation 1:

where U is the fluid velocity in the direction of flow,

ρ is the fluid density and A is the cross-sectional

area for the gas, which depends on the pipe diam-

eter and the volume fraction of the internals

(absorber material or rock pebbles). 

2.3.2 Momentum equation

The momentum equation is given in Equation 2:

friction term and written in the form of a standard

friction factor (Blasius type or equivalent). An

empirical friction factor is employed for the rock

bed, as tested by Okello [5]. The Fg is the gravity

force (body force). A momentum source in the form

of a fan is introduced in the boundary section of the

numerical implementation. The momentum equa-

tion (Equation 2), together with the mass balance

equation (Equation 1) and pressure equation

(Equation 3) for compressible flow, is sufficiently

general for application also to natural circulation in

closed loop systems.

2.3.3 Pressure equation

Pressure is obtained from the mass balance by

expanding the density in temperature T and pres-

sure ρ,  giving Equation 3:

The gas density derivatives are obtained from the

state equation (ideal gas for air).

2.3.4 Energy equation

The energy balance, which is applied for air, absor-

ber, rocks and walls is according to Equation 4:

sinks, e is the specific internal energy and h is spe-

cific enthalpy. A is the average cross section area

and Ack represents the thermal conductivity. For the

rock bed, different thermal conductivity models

were tested by Okello [5], and a simplified model

by Chikukwa [3] was adopted. Expressing the ener-

gy equation in terms of heat capacities (cv and cp)

and temperature, Equation 4 becomes:

2.4 Walls

The walls of the system are simplified as two layers;

a steel part and an outer insulation layer. The steel

part is included as the heat capacity of the walls can

be large compared with the internal air. The source

terms for the wall energy equation are:

where hc(Tw – Tg) is the convection term (gas-wall)

and Ui is the heat transfer coefficient for the insula-

tion to the surrounding. The second term is the net

heat exchange by radiation. Tw, Ts and To are the

wall, solid and ambient temperatures respectively.

2.5 Absorbers

The energy balance for an amount of absorber,

having the effective area Aa in the receiver includes

the source terms: 

where ha is the heat transfer coefficient between air

and the absorber, qin is the concentrated power on

the receiver and qout is the rate of heat loss to the

ambient due to radiation similar to the term in (6),

while Tg and Ta are the gas and absorber tempera-

tures respectively. 

2.6 Rock pebbles

The rock pebbles exchange heat with air only:

2.7 Boundary conditions

The following boundary conditions are specified: 

• Constant pressure at the outlet. 

• Flow rate at the inlet with a specific temperature.

• Ambient temperature outside the pipe and bed.

• Power source qsun at the absorber. 

• For a closed system, inlet gas temperature in the

receiver equals the bed exit temperature of the

gas. 

2.8 Initial conditions

The following initial conditions are set: 

• The pebbles and the absorbers have ambient

temperature. 

• The wall is at ambient temperature.
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• Initial gas temperature is set to ambient temper-

ature. 

• Inlet pressure is equal to outside pressure. 

2.9 Numerical system

A staggered grid is used to represent the numerical

sections for conservation of mass, momentum and

energy. Pressure, mass and temperatures are

defined for each cell (control volume) and velocities

are defined at the cell boundaries. The computa-

tional sequence in each time step is: 

• Simultaneous solution of volume, momentum

and energy equations to give p, U, and T respec-

tively. 

• Mass equation to give the conserved mass mg

• State equation gives density ρg
The pressure is solved on a non-conservative

form, and implicitly in velocities. The masses are

solved on conservational form, but implicit in mass-

es. The energy equations are solved implicitly in

temperature.

2.10 Error term 

The -mg is from integrated mass and density ρg from

the state equation and integrated pressure from the

volume balance. However, since there is no consis-

tency between the two,  an error term Verr is intro-

duced to take into account the discrepancy, and is

expressed as Equation 9: 

Verr =  mg – ρg (9)

The aim is to reduce Verr close to zero and this can

be achieved by iteration in each time step until: 

mg = ρg (10)

To avoid iterations, the error term is implemented

as a source term in the pressure equation, which

provides for consistency in time. The time step

needs to be limited to keep acceptable values for

Verr. This scheme is quite robust for increasing time

step values. 

2.11 Change of area

There is a large area change in the system, in par-

ticular from the hot pipe to the heat storage; there-

fore, a ‘reference area’ is defined for the velocities.

If there were a ‘jump’ in area, the variables on each

side would be defined with (+) and (-). For a given

density, the volumetric flow is conserved: 

(AU)+ = (AU)– = (AU)ref (11)

The Aref and Uref are introduced as the reference

area and the reference velocity respectively. 

Given that Ag is the gas flow area, then solving

for the gas velocity on the reference area to account

for the changing area gives Equation 12: 

where  Aref is chosen as the cross sectional area of

the hot pipe. For mass balance, upstream values in

the flux terms are used as shown by Equation 13: 

2.12 Discretization

2.12.1 Discretized mass equation

Upstream values for mass in the convection terms

can be achieved with direction indices, which help

in selecting the left, L, and the right, R, side of the

cell. The direction indices are:

Ig = 1 for ug > 0; Ig = 1 for ug < 0

The discretized mass equation then becomes:

The change in mass of the gas in the section over a

time step ∆t is given by Equation 15:

Evaluating the masses at the new time step n+1,

the mass equation becomes Equation 16 when writ-

ten with direction indices:

Equation (16) is the discretized mass equation. 

At the inlet, a mass source G is specified:

The mass equations for the sections are then cou-

pled and the coupling coefficients are extracted. A

tri-diagonal matrix equation is then solved. 

2.12.2 Discretized volume equation

The volume balance for a numerical section is sim-

ilar to that of the mass equation, as in Equation 18:
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The convection term is similar to the mass equa-

tion, but with a simultaneous solution with velocity

now taken implicitly in U as shown in Equation 19:

Density ρ is computed from the equation of state. 

2.12.3 Discretized momentum equation

From Equation (2), the discretized momentum

equation can be expressed as Equation 20:

where the mgAgUgUg is the convection of momen-

tum term; Fw and Fi are the friction terms due to the

wall and internals (stone pebbles and absorbers)

respectively, while Fg is the gravity term. 

The mass, friction and gravity terms are split into

two parts, representing the half cells of each side of

the boundary. The sides are denoted with ‘+’ and

‘-’. 

2.12.4 Discretized energy equation

The discretized energy equation can be written sim-

ilarly as for the mass equation, as in Equation 21:

The convection terms are taken as implicit in tem-

peratures rather than in velocities.

2.12.5 Discretized wall energy equation

The discretized wall energy is represented by

Equation 22:

2.12.6 Discretized solids energy equation

The discretized energy equation for the internals

(stone or absorber) is expressed according to

Equation 23:

2.13 Matrix assembly

A staggered grid is used. The boundary sections

contain boundary pressures and velocities, which

are solved at the boundaries. The inlet is closed (no

boundary fluxes) and the source is specified in sec-

tion 2 (first pipe section).

From each equation, coefficients are extracted

and a set of equations in the form of Equation 24

are solved:

Ax = b (24)

where A is the coefficient matrix, x is the vector of

variables and b is a vector of constants. With simul-

taneous and implicit solution of the conservation

equations, one builds matrices and inverts them.

The matrices are band matrices and the band vec-

tors are computed and vectorized in MATLAB.

Looping over all sections is avoided. The computa-

tional sequence is to generate the coefficient diago-

nals for each equation and then put them in the

right order into the matrix. 

3 Results and discussion

Table 1 gives a summary of the initial input param-

eters used in the model for the storage system. 

Table 1: Input parameters used to model a

rock bed storage system

Parameter Value

Diameter of bed 0.4 m

Height of bed (varied for short and 0.5m – 1.0 m

long bed)

Diameter of rock pebbles 0.02 m

Density of pebbles 2630 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity of rocks 775 J/kg/K

Thermal conductivity of rocks 2.8 W /(m.K)

Initial temperature of bed 25 °C

Porosity of bed 0.4

3.1 Charging of a rock bed thermal storage

system

Inlet air at ambient temperature of 25 °C was heat-

ed in a solar concentrating system to a constant

temperature of 350 °C and sucked into rock bed

storage of height 0.5 m containing spherical rock

pebbles. The mass flow rate of the air was main-

tained at 0.007 kg/s during charging of the bed.

Figure 3 shows the predicted temperature profiles in

the bed during charging for five 5 hours. The top of

the bed attained high temperatures close to 350 °C.

At the bottom of the bed, low temperatures are

observed, meaning this part of the bed is not yet

charged. The temperature of the lower bed is also

observed to increase with charging time. During

charging, the hot air loses energy to the pebbles as

it flows down the bed from the top. As charging
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continues, the hot air reaches the mid and the bot-

tom parts of the bed and hence the observed tem-

perature front passing through the bed. At the end

of the five 5 hour charging period, the temperature

at the bottom rises above the ambient temperature.

The temperature gradient between the top and the

bottom gradually disappears as charging progress-

es. During charging of the bed, the main heat trans-

fer process is convection especially at low tempera-

tures while the contribution by radiation heat trans-

fer increases at high temperatures [8]. As discussed

by several other authors ([3],[8],[9]) the mass flow

rate of the air affects the rate of charging of the bed.

The model temperature profiles in the storage bed

during charging, shown in Figure 3, are in very

close agreement with similar results obtained by

other researchers ([3],[8],[9]). 

3.2 Experimental validation 

The model was validated using experimental data

measured during thermal degradation of a rock bed

by Okello [5]. Validation of the effective rock bed

thermal conductivity was made using the degrada-

tion data. A no-flow condition lead constituted a

pure heat conduction problem. The validated con-

ductivity model was then used in the simulations of

the charging of the bed and the results compared

with the experiments. 

3.2.1 Validation of the model with experimental

thermal degradation results

In the experimental set up, a rock bed storage of

height 1 m was charged for three 3 hours. The tem-

perature of the bed was recorded during the ther-

mal degradation process for twelve 12 hours, see

[5] for details of the experiment. Figure 4 shows the

model predicted and the measured temperature

profiles in the bed during the thermal degradation.

The temperature profiles in the top and middle sec-

tions of the bed were observed to decrease over

time while that at the bottom increases. The fall in

temperature at the top is faster compared with the

gain at the bottom. After twelve 12 hours, the tem-

perature at the top fell by more than 100 °C. The

predicted outcome was somehow above measure-

ments, mainly due to losses in the experiment,

which were not accurately estimated in the model. 

In general, the model predictions are in close

agreement with experimental results despite devia-

tions at the bottom of the bed. During the degrada-

tion process, it was observed that there were higher

heat losses at the top and bottom of the bed com-

pared with the sides. Therefore, U-values in the

order of ~1.4 W/m2K were used at the top of the

bed, indicating poor insulation. The profiles shown

in this figure clearly present high heat losses at the

start of low temperature at the bottom of the bed (0-

10 cm). See portions of the curves between bed

lengths (0–10 cm). The slight discrepancies

observed between the model and the experimental

data were likely associated with the variance in rock

sizes, porosity and presence of sand in the set-up. 

3.2.2 Charging of a rock bed: Comparison of

model results with experimental data

The validated conductivity model was used in

charging simulations and the predicted perform-

ance compared with measurements. The experi-
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Figure 3: Temperature profiles in a storage bed during charging for 5 hours with constant inlet air

temperature of 350°C  and mass flow rate of 0.007kg/s. The position at which the bed length is

equal to 0 represents the top of the storage bed.



ments were discussed by Okello [5] and Madessa et

al. [6] for long bed (height = 1.0 m) and short bed

(height = 0.5 m) respectively. Figure 5 shows the

temperature profiles in the bed during charging for

predicted and measured data. As expected, the

temperature of the bed increased with charging

time when the top of the bed attained temperatures

close to the inlet air temperature, while the bottom

of the bed showed that the temperature remained

close to ambient. In both cases, the predicted results

are very close to the measurements especially at the

top and middle parts of the bed, accompanied by

some deviation at the bottom of beds where the

model predictions were relatively low. 

The main cause for the discrepancy at the bot-

tom was attributed to pebble sizes not being uni-

form in the experiment and the presence of sand

particles, which all influenced the charging process

of a bed. Particle size and shape affected the distri-

bution of the bed porosity. Irregular shapes lead to

a much more inhomogeneous distribution of the

bed porosity than spherical particles [10] and result-

ed in non-uniform flow of the fluid as it approached

the bottom of the bed [11]. Measurement uncer-

tainties may also contribute to the observed dis-

crepancies. Difficulties associated with experimental

measurements possibly added to the culprits for

observed discrepancies..

4 Conclusions

A dynamic model for solar thermal storage system

at high temperature was developed. The model was
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Figure 4: Validation of the model using experimental data. Shown are the temperature profiles in a

storage bed during thermal degradation. The predicted and experimental data sets are marked by

‘mod’ and ‘expt’ respectively.

Figure 5: Temperature profiles in two different storage beds at various charging times. The model

results (solid curves) are compared with the experimental data (dash curves) for a long bed (figure

on left) and a short bed (figure on right).
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based on numerical integration of a set of conser-

vation equations for mass, momentum and energy

of the heat carrier, the rock pebbles and the walls. A

system of compressible flows was treated. Semi-

implicit time integration was used. Stability prob-

lems at large time steps did not occur. The equa-

tions were solved and implemented in vectorized

form in a staggered grid without any iteration. The

model predicted pressure, air velocity, air density

and temperatures of the air, rock bed and wall in

time and along the container. Validation of the

model with experiments was performed. Compar-

ison between predicted and experimental results

during charging of the bed showed a good agree-

ment with minor discrepancies at the bottom of the

bed. The numerical scheme formulated in this study

is quite general and is likely applicable to any stor-

age medium and fluid type, with minor modifica-

tions. This model gives strong promise of being able

to serve as a guide in the develop[ment and con-

struction of solar oven systems, facilitated by addi-

tional work to improve the derivation and valida-

tion of the model.
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